PRODUCT INFORMATION

F RA M E F E AT U R E S
SOLID WOOD FRAME
Solid wood frame is
kiln dried to prevent
warping. Plywood
used for shaping is
always backed with
solid wood

NO SAG SPRING SYSTEM
“S” shaped springs
provide long lasting
support and superior
comfort. 8 gauge wire is
used on seat springs
and 11 gauge on
sprung backs.

EXTRA THICK WOOD
1 & 1/8th of an inch
lumber is used for
additional strength.
(Most furniture
frames are ¾ inch)

LATERAL STABILIZERS
Produce a more “up
and down” ride by
spreading the
weight over multiple
springs

ELASTICISED WEBBING
Provides support for
back cushions and
helps to prolong the
back cushion’s life

GLUED AND
CORNER BLOCKED
All joints are glued
and stapled with 2”
glue coated frame
staples. Stress points
are corner blocked
for increased
durability

EVERWARE COATED
SPRING CLIPS
Prevent squeaking
caused by metal
to metal contact

EXTRA CORNER
SPRINGS
Additional springs in
the corners provide
extra support and
reduce roll into the
corner

F I N I S H I N G F E AT U R E S
FULLY PADDED FRAME
Outside back, sides
and front are
padded to increase
durability and
provide more
attractive tailoring

SLICK HOLLOW
CONJUGATE
Fibre fill in back and
toss cushions is
hollow and twisted
for added resiliency.
A silicone coating
reduces clumping

SEWN BAFFLES
Horizontal baffles
sewn into the
back cushion
inserts minimize
shifting of fill
materials

HIGH DENSITY FOAM
Dense foam ranging
from 2.0 to 2.75 lbs
provides longer
lasting comfort and
support

SELF COVERED DECK
Deck material
matches the body
fabric. No unsightly
white decking
material

CROWNED SEAT
CUSHIONS
Cushion cores are
shaped to provide
a crowned shape
that will last the life
of the cushion

EXCEPTIONAL FINISHING
Details such as piping,
zippered back and seat
cushions and pattern
matching provide a
better finished piece

DACRON WRAPPED
FOAM CORES
Reduces fabric
shifting and
prevents friction
wear from fabric to
foam contact

S O FA B E D F E AT U R E S
LOW PROFILE HEAD TUBE
Recessed head tube
keeps the users head
safely away from the
mechanism

VANITY FLAP
Self covered minideck hides the
mechanism when
not in use

EXTRA THICK MATTRESS
Available in 5” or
6 & 3/4” models.

ONE PIECE LEGS
Provide greater
strength and
stability.

HIGH COIL COUNTS
Extra coils provide
Long lasting support
Queen 336 coils
Double 312 coils
Twin 216 coils

CONTRACT GRADE
MECHANISM
All tubular steel
construction
provides additional
durability for high
usage

RETAINER CLIPS
Two mattress
retainer clips
prevent the
mattress from
shifting

OPTIONS
FEATHERSOFT SEATING

Selected styles are available with optional Feathersoft seat cushions
200 thread count percale cover prevents feathers
from migrating through the fabric
Sewn baffles to reduce shifting of fill materials
50% small waterfowl feathers, 50% fibre blend provides
the comfort of feathers with the resiliency of fibre.
High density foam core (2.0 LBS) with beveled edges
to help maintain shape.

CUSTOMERS OWN MATERIAL (C.O.M.)
All Stylus cutting patterns are railroaded, thus fabrics are cut to railroad on the
furniture. Fabrics which run up the roll will therefore be handcut. These fabrics will
require more yardage and incur an additional charge. An example of each is
shown to the right. Fifty-four inch wide fabrics not railroaded when applied to long
“Railroaded” fabric
cushions, or narrow fabrics not railroaded when applied to most cushions will
require seaming. The factory will position these seams at its discretion. If special
placement is desired, it must be stated on your orders and an additional cost will
apply. Unless a customer gives special instructions with orders as to the application
of fabric, our own judgement will be used in applying the fabric.
For a Customer's Own Material (C.O.M.) with patterns 54” wide or less please supply
extra yardage as indicated below:
Fabric Width
54”
48-53”

Repeat 5-15”
25%
35%

Repeat 16-21”
30%
40%

“Up The Roll” fabric

Repeat 22-30”
35%
50%

This is strictly a guide only. There may be orders due to unusual designs or repeats of the fabric
that will require additional yardage. This may not be known at the time of order, and may result in
a production delay and the need for additional yardage. Our customer service department will
contact you under these circumstances.

CUSTOMIZATION

Stylus offers customization of many tailoring aspects available at an upcharge. These include:
~ Adding or removing skirts
~Firm seat foam (no charge)
~ Two toned seat, backs or toss cushions
~Contrast piping
~ Adding fringe to cushions
~Adding or removing piping
~ Changing back cushion styles
~Attach back cushions
*Customization not available on all styles. Please check with customer service for style availability

WARRANTY F E AT U R E S
Frame ~ Lifetime Limited Warranty

Stylus warrants that the frames used in its products will carry a lifetime (25 years) pro-rated* warranty
against defects in materials

Springs ~ Lifetime Limited Warranty

Stylus warrants that the springs used in its products will carry a lifetime (25 years) pro-rated* warranty
against defects in materials

Foam ~ Lifetime Limited Warranty

The foam products used in Stylus seat and back cushions shall bear a lifetime (25 years) pro-rated*
warranty against excessive loss of resiliency. Note that all foam will soften initially and this is
considered normal. Each customer should be aware of the proper care for seat cushions including
rotating cushions weekly. Do not remove covers for cleaning.

Mattresses & Mechanisms ~ 3 Year Limited Warranty

Stylus warrants that the mattresses and mechanisms used in its products will carry a 3 year prorated* warranty against defects in materials

Exposed Wood ~ 1 Year Limited Warranty

Exposed wood parts shall carry a 1 year limited warranty against material defects.

Fabric ~ 1 Year Limited Warranty

Stylus warrants that the upholstery fabric on each piece of furniture shall bear a one year limited
warranty against manufacturers defects. This warranty will cover excessive wear and seam
slippage under normal usage. This warranty does not cover pilling, fading, shrinkage or soiling. This
warranty does not apply to end of line fabrics, close outs, seconds, fabrics treated with after market
fabric treatments or fabrics exposed to pets.
*Pro-rated Formula: Equal to month(s) used divided by month(s) warranted multiplied by current
suggested retail price to be determined by Stylus.

